EMG Asymetricity of Selected Knee Extensor Muscles in Sustained Squat Posture (A Yogic Posture) of Athletes in Relation to their Gender and Performance
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Abstract

Squat is a popular yogic exercise or posture, most frequently used for quadriceps strengthening and rehabilitation. It is used for evaluation process or test by physiotherapists/clinicians/others associated with rehabilitation of athletes to strengthen their lower-body muscles and connective tissues after joint-related injury. It has been used extensively for therapeutic treatment of ligament lesions, patellofemoral dysfunctions, patellar subluxation and patellar dislocation etc. The purpose of this study was to compare the effect of sustained squat posture (a yogic posture) of athletes among male (n=32) and female (n=18) with high and low performance (based upon median split method) on EMG activity of Vastus Medialis (VM) and Vastus Lateralis (VL) muscles for 120 seconds. Squatting was performed at an angle of 135°-150° because strength of knee extensor (muscles) varies between these angles and is an important consideration for the performance of numerous physical daily routine activities such as walking, running, cycling, stepping and driving including development of fundamental skills for different sports across all ages and sex. VM and VL from the Quadriceps muscle group were chosen for recording the physiological signal simultaneously from right and left leg of the subjects, because it helps to reflect the degree of muscular activation at a given frequency and time domain variables were selected to extract desired information from the EMG signal using the algorithm developed in MATLAB. The selected variables were Median Frequency (MDF), Mean Frequency (MNF), Root Mean Square (RMS) and Integrated EMG (IEMG). Statistical analysis showed significant differences among gender and performance level along with significant bilateral asymmetry in these athletes. Understanding from the findings is pivotal for achieving optimal muscular strength, for the development of strength endurance and reducing the prospect of training-related injuries.
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Introduction

Squat Posture (a yogic posture) is considered as one of the closed kinetic exercises that is used for evaluation process or test by physiotherapists/clinicians/others associated with rehabilitation of athletes to strengthen the lower-body. It is used most frequently in strength and conditioning exercises. A wide range of athletic movements have biomechanical and neuromuscular similarity to squat therefore it is included as a core exercise in many sports routines that are designed to enhance athletic performance [1,2]. Benefits related to squat activity is not limited to athletes only and most of the squating movements have close specificity to many routine activities of daily living among individuals such as vehicle driving, lifting packages and picking up children etc. Moreover, in developing countries such as India squatting tasks are more prominent since people do most of the work for comfort and ease by sitting on the floor. Hence, it has become increasingly popular in clinical procedures, with physiotherapist trainings and rehabilitation procedures as a means to strengthen lower-body muscles and connective tissues after joint-related injury [3,4]. It is extensively used for therapeutic treatment of ligament lesions, patellofemoral dysfunctions, total joint replacement, and ankle instability [4]. Therefore, it is crucial to understand and compare the muscular activities, which occur in the knee joint during performance of squat exercises or posture in order to determine positions of better muscular balance, ligament tension and articular compression.

The main purpose of this study is to compare the effect of sustained squat posture (a yogic posture) in quadriceps muscles in relation to gender and performance level among athletes. The EMG activity of Vastus Medialis (VM) and Vastus Lateralis (VL) muscles (quadriceps group) are considered for this study primarily due to the fact that they determine the amount of stress on the patellofemoral joint and support stabilization of the patellar bone during the squat posturing [5]. Moreover, these muscles carry out concentric knee extension, as well as eccentrically resisting knee flexion during squating [5,6]. In this study, frequency and time domain variables were selected to extract desired information from the physiological (EMG) signal. We employed EMG because it helps to reflect the degree of muscular activation at a given moment of isometric contraction [7]. In addition to this, EMG is widely used in analysis studies of the human movement with the purpose to investigate muscular function through acquisition and analysis of electric signals produced by the muscles [7,8]. Understanding from the findings is pivotal for achieving optimal muscular strength and strength endurance development as well as reducing the prospect of training-related injuries to sportspersons.
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Materials and Method

Fifty (50) healthy sportsperson engaged in different sports were recruited as volunteers. Inclusion criteria for the study was subjects above 18 years of age, non-alcoholic, willing to participate in the study and not suffering from any other medical illness which might hamper functioning of their nerves and muscles, so as to make them unfit to participate in the study. The study population consisted of 32 Males and 18 Females. Mean (± SD) age, height and weight calculated is shown in Table 1.

The exclusion criterion for the study was subjects having any medical conditions/contractures/deformities in the joint or suffering from skin condition which might impede the fixation of the electrodes on the body surface. Before participating in the study each participant was explained about the purpose and protocol to be followed for the study and they were asked to undergo few pre-data collection trails so as to make them familiar with study. As per ethical requirements, all subjects provided voluntary written informed consent before participating in the study. The methodology followed in the study along with the positioning of electrodes on quadriceps muscles is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Data acquisition

EMG data were acquired using a 4-Channel Wireless EMG BIOPAC Inc. MP 150 system (CMRR: 110dB at 50/60 Hz and Gain: 5-50,000, Input Impedance: 2 MΩ). This data acquisition was carried out in a quiet laboratory room for all the subjects. The research team could closely monitor the activity of the subjects from adjacent room through a glass window and acquire data wirelessly. Before data acquisition, the skin of subjects was cleaned with cotton containing alcohol to minimize the skin impedance, thereby improving signal acquisition. Disposable electrodes (44 × 32 × 1 mm) were placed on the VM and VL muscles of the participants based on Seniam: European Recommendations for Surface Electromyography [9]. The EMG data was acquired simultaneously from both the legs. A reference electrode was placed on knee of the subject to act as ground and as per safety requirements of the equipment [10]. The inter-electrode distance was 20 mm, center to center.

The schematic of electrode placement is shown in Figure 1. After the subject preparation was complete, they were asked to perform squatting posture in order to become familiar with the protocol. Squatting posture was performed at an angle of 135°-150° because strength of knee extensor (muscles) varies between these angles and is an important consideration for the performance of numerous physical daily routine activities such as walking, running, cycling, stepping and driving including development of fundamental skills for different sports across all ages and sex [6]. The data acquisition software (Acqknowledge 4.1, BIOPAC systems Inc.) was set to sampling frequency of 2000 Hz to avoid the aliasing effects as per Nyquist criteria.

Data segmentation

The study group of male and female subjects was further sub-divided into low and high performance groups on the basis of the duration of time they were able to perform the squat posture using median split method. These groups were named as Female low performance (FLP), female high performance (FHP), Male low performance (MLP) and Male high performance (MHP). All these groups were able to perform minimum of 120 seconds squat posture, therefore to better understand the influence of gender and performance on EMG, the data is further segmented into 30, 60, 90 and 120 seconds.

Data processing

The raw EMG signals acquired from the subjects were quantified with the help of MATLAB. The signal processing applied onto the raw EMG signals involves two parts-pre-processing and feature extraction as shown in Figure 2. For pre-processing of EMG signal, digital filters were employed using MATLAB. Notch filter was applied in order to remove 50 Hz noise interference from the signal. Cascaded low-pass (20 Hz) and a high-pass filter (450 Hz) were applied in order to remove other noise sources from the signal. Time and frequency domain variables were extracted from the filtered signal namely-Root Mean Square (RMS), Integrated EMG (IEMG), Median Frequency (MDF) and Mean Frequency (MNF) respectively for each subject. These variables were chosen because these are the most frequently opted variables for determining the changes due to fatigue in muscles.

Root mean square(RMS)

RMS is the square root of the average power of EMG signal for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Age (Years)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (Kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19.3 ± 1.8</td>
<td>156.6 ± 6.9</td>
<td>52.7 ± 11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>19.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>170.7 ± 8.6</td>
<td>70.4 ± 13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Characteristics of female and male subjects.
a given period of time. It is most frequently used parameter for the EMG analysis in study of muscular fatigue. It reflects the mean power of the signal. For calculating RMS value, usually the square root of the mean of the squares of the values of EMG signal is computed, which gives a better picture than doing an integration EMG analysis [11]. It can be represented as shown in equation 1. It is considered as one of the parameter to be analyzed here because it reflects the level of physiological activity in the motor unit during sustained muscle contractions [10].

\[ X_r(t) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{T_2-T_1} \int_{T_1}^{T_2} x_R(t)^2 dt} \]  
(1)

where, \( x_r(t) \) = RMS signal and \( x_R(t) \) = Rectified signal

**Integrated EMG (IEMG)**

IEMG is the area under curve of the rectified EMG signal. It is basically the mathematical integral of the absolute value of the raw EMG signal [11] and is represented by equation 2. Increase in IEMG value during muscle contraction is related to higher muscle fiber recruitment for a fixed external force [12]. Hence, its analysis needs to be understood to determine the development of fatigue in muscle fiber(s) during contraction.

\[ X_t(t) = \int X_R(t) dt \]  
(2)

where, \( x_t(t) \) = Integrated signal and \( x_R(t) \) = Rectified signal

**Median frequency (MDF)**

MDF is a frequency at which the EMG power spectrum is divided into two regions with equal amplitude [10]. It is divided into two regions because it is half of the total power. It is calculated in two stages as explained below: First, the intensity of the signal in the whole spectrum is summed, and divided by two [2]. In the second stage, a frequency is selected at which cumulative intensity (i.e. all intensity values for frequencies lower than the selected frequency including the focal intensity) exceeds the value calculated in step 1. Muscle fatigue results in a downward shift of frequency spectrum of the EMG signal [13,14]. It is the most useful frequency-domain feature frequently used to describe fatigue behavior of the muscle and is represented by equation 3.

\[ MDF = \sum P_j = \sum P_j = 1/2 \sum P_j \]  
(3)

\( j=1 \) \( j=MDF \) \( j=1 \)

where, \( P_j \) = EMG power spectrum at the frequency bin \( j \) and \( M \) = length of frequency bin

**Mean frequency (MNF)**

MNF value is the product of frequency and amplitude of spectrum which is equal to the average of all such products throughout the spectrum as shown in equation 4. MNF of EMG activity is twice when the muscle is at rest as compared to EMG activity when the muscle is under fatigue [13]. It is analyzed here because it is one of the important frequency domain parameter for fatigue detection in muscles.

\[ MNF = \frac{\sum f_j P_j}{\sum P_j} \]  
(4)

where, \( f_j \) = frequency value of EMG power spectrum at the frequency bin \( j \), \( P_j \) = EMG power spectrum at the frequency bin \( j \) and \( M \) = length of frequency bin

**Statistical analysis**

A One-Way ANOVA was carried out to determine if the influence of gender and performance is statistically significant during squat posture in VM and VL muscles in both the legs of participants. Least significant differences (LSD) among the different groups for the selected muscles of both the legs were conducted as post hoc tests. The level of significance was set to \( p<0.05 \). All the statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS Software (IBM).

The summary of findings related to the different frequency domain parameters- MDF and MNF and time domain parameters- RMS and IEMG are shown in Table 2. These findings suggest the possible gender and performance related differences in VMR, VLR, VML and VLL muscles during isometric contractions and are described as follows.

1) MDF of VMR was significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 60 seconds and 90 seconds.

2) MDF of VLR was significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 60 seconds.

3) MNF of VMR was significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 30, 60 and 90 seconds.

4) MNF of VLR was significantly different between male low performance and male high performance athletes at 60 seconds.

5) MNF of VML was significantly different between male low performance and male high performance athletes at 60 seconds.

6) MNF of VLL was significantly different between male low performance and male high performance athletes at 60 seconds.

7) RMS of VMR was significantly different among high and low performance female athletes at 60 seconds. It was also significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 30 seconds.

8) RMS of VLR was significantly different among high and low performance male athletes at 30 and 120 seconds.

9) RMS of VML was significantly different between high and low performance female athletes at 30, 60, 90 and 120 seconds.
10) RMS of VLL was significantly different between male low performance and male high performance athletes at 60 seconds.

11) IEMG of VMR was significantly different between high and low performance female athletes at 60 seconds. It was also significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 30, 60, 90 and 120 seconds.

12) IEMG of VLR was significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 30, 90 and 120 seconds.

13) IEMG of VML was significantly different between high and low performance female athletes at 30, 60, 90 and 120 seconds.

14) IEMG of VLL was significantly different between high and low performance male athletes at 30, 90 and 120 seconds.

Results

Median and Mean Frequency values of VM and VL for both the legs are shown in Figure 3. It shows performance difference (high performance having higher value) for male and female athletes across the experimental protocol with regards to the activity of the VM and VL muscles for both the legs. For MDF and MNF, mean values of lower performance groups were found to be higher in terms of performance difference and male dominated female in terms of sex difference along the progression of time in both the muscles of subjects during squat posture, that may be attributed to males higher height and body weight thus higher body mass index and muscle mass.

RMS and IEMG for the VM and VL muscles for both the legs are shown in Figure 4. This figure demonstrates performance difference (high performance having higher value) for male and female athletes with regard to time domain parameters of both the muscles. The mean values of high performance groups were found to show higher time domain EMG activity. Female (having higher time domain EMG activity) dominated male in terms of sex difference along the progression of time in all the muscles of subjects during squatting except for the vastus lateralis left leg for which male dominated female along the progression of time. This result reflects that females show less fatigue development than that of male counterparts with regards to VL muscle of the left leg.

Discussion of Findings

The findings of this study collectively demonstrated gender and performance differences by showing significant changes in time and frequency domain parameters over period of time. Significant changes in both performance and gender differences have been found across the experimental protocol. EMG activity for frequency domain parameters (MDF and MNF) at 60 seconds dominated with significant gender differences during sustained squat posture. For MDF and MNF, with the progression of time, the number of significant differences with regards to gender differences decreases. Gender differences are predominating on the right side (leg) throughout the experimental protocol. EMG activity for time domain parameters (RMS and IEMG) at first 30 seconds dominated with significant gender differences during sustained squat posture. For RMS and IEMG, along with the progression of time the number of significant differences related to gender differences increases. Gender differences are predominating on right side (leg) which is found to be same as demonstrated by the frequency domain parameters. This dominance of right side in subjects suggests bilateral distribution of load related to fatigue and sex difference. It is clearly demonstrated that with progression of time, MDF and MNF values first increases and then decreases which can be attributed to the changes in the duration of the motor unit action potential, recruitment and deactivation of motor units, synchronous discharge of motor units and alteration in activity between synergistic muscles as per the established literature [14-17]. The time domain parameters (RMS and IEMG) demonstrated sharp decrease with time which could be related to the number of active motor units and shape of motor unit action potential. The possible gender related difference

Table 2: Summary of the findings for frequency and time domain variables.
Figure 3: Comparison of frequency domain parameters in relation to performance and sex difference.

Figure 4: Comparison of time domain parameters in relation to performance and sex difference.
found in the study may be attributed to the differences in muscle fiber content. Fiber composition and size have been shown by researchers to influence both the frequency and amplitude content of EMG [14].

Understanding from these findings is pivotal for achieving optimal muscular strength and strength endurance development as well as reducing the prospect of a training-related injury.

Conclusions

The following are the conclusive remarks from the study:

1) The study found gender differences with regard to EMG activity of selected knee extensors (VM and VL) during squat posture (a yogic posture) in athletes.

2) Predominance of right side (leg) was found during the entire protocol.

3) Asymmetry in EMG activity of right and left knee, muscle to muscle as well as variables grouped/extracted by time domain and frequency domain analysis was observed.

4) Performance level of athletes demonstrated insignificant differences of EMG activity of the selected muscles.

Finally we are concluding that the present study is important for understanding the significance of gender on selected variables during sustained squat posture. Such understanding is pivotal both for achieving optimal muscular strength and or strength endurance development as well as reducing the prospect of a training-related injury.
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